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ISOMORPHIC REFINEMENTS OF DECOMPOSITIONS OF A PRIMARY GROUP INTO CLOSED GROUPS ; EDGAR ENOCHS [Columbia, S.C.] (*).
Introduction. -It is known that any two decompositions of a group into cyclic groups have isomorphic refinements. KOLETTIS [2] has shown that any two decompositions of a group into a closed group and cyclic groups have isomorphic refinements. The purpose of this paper is to show that any two decompositions of a group into closed groups have isomorphic refinements. Since cyclic groups are closed this will be an extension of Koletti's result.
Definitions. Preliminaries. -All groups will be assumed to be primary (relative to the same prime p) abelian groups without elements of infinite height ^ i. e. /^\ p" G === o V If p" G ~^-o for each n we say G \ n / has infinite length. We will use the notation P(G) for the subgroup of G generated by elements of order p and height^ (g) will denote the least non-negative integer n such that g e p' 1 G, g 7^ o and height( o) = oo. FUCHS [1] calls a group closed if given a sequence of elements (gi) of G such that the orders of the gi are bounded and such that gi-g^^^G there is a ge. G with g-g^p 1 G. We will (*) This paper is part^of the author's doctoral thesis at the University of Notre Dame. The author is indebted to Professor Donald J. LEWIS, who directed the progress of this work.
use the equivalent definition which states that every Cauchy sequence having a bound on the orders of the elements converges when G is made into a topological group having the subgroups p^ G as a fundamental system of neighborhoods of o.
We will need the fact that every pure closed subgroup of a group is a direct summand of the group and that any two decompositions of a closed group have isomorphic refinements (see [I] Proof.
Let p^x == g for^P
If Jf is pure in G there is o. y^H such that jo^ == ^ but then g=^(9)= ^(P'y) -P^O/) and 7r(y) e TT(^). Note that (1) heightG ( 
7c < height^ (^(g-hm)) = heightG(7r^.(^)) == 7c
which is a contradiction. This shows that the cardinality of N is greater than or equal that of M. Similarly the cardinality of M is greater than or equal that of N; hence, the two are equal. Lemma 7 gives us an indication of how we may proceed to find isomorphic refinements of two decompositions of a group G into closed groups. To be more specific, suppose
and let J* (J*) be the subset of I (of J) consisting of all ^ € I (y e J) such that G^ (H^) is of infinite length and let J** (J**) be the complement of J* (of J*) in I (in J). If J* or J* were finite, KOLETTIS and Kulikov's results could be applied to find isomorphic refinements; hence, suppose they are both infinite. Then by lemma 6 we know they have the same cardinality. Suppose that (3 is the first ordinal having the same cardinality as J*. We will show that we can write j*=u To complete the proof that the two decompositions have isomorphic refinements the task remains to determine the sets Jo, J^ and the required decompositions of the groups C' 7 and JD 7 . The next lemma will give us a method of choosing the sets la and J- Proof. -It is not difficult to see that there is no loss in generality in assuming, as we shall, that G == H and that cp is the identity map.
By lemma 4 there exists a direct decomposition G* = C 1 + C 3 where C 3 is a group of bounded order and where P (C 1 ) c V H^ for some finite ve^* subset J* of J. Note that we can assume J* contains any one element of J; which element will be specified when the lemma is applied. Furthermore, C 1 is closed and pure in G; hence by lemma 3 there exists a decomposition^ and our proof is complete. Remark that C* as a direct summand of a closed group is closed. We now come to the main result of this paper.
THEOREM. -Any two decompositions of a group into closed groups have isomorphic refinements.
Proof. -Let
G=^G^ (direct),
[ie/ G=^^ (direct), where each Gv-and Jf" is closed; and assume J* consists of all u<=J such that G^ is of infinite length. Define J* in a similar manner. As we remarked before, we may assnme /* is infinite. Then by lemma 6, I* and J* have the same cardinality. Let (3 be the least ordinal having the same cardinality as I. Let I and J be well ordered so that both have well order type ^. For any ordinal ^ < j3 let io and j^ denote the v -th element of I and J respectively. If n < | 3 suppose that for each ordinal o-^ •/ -; we have chosen a finite non-empty subset /" of I such that l,r\l^ == 0 if cr ^ cr' and such that ^e U ^ for all s (
7^7]
and that for all T < y? we have chosen finite non-empty subsets J, of J such that J,nJ-= 0 if T ^z± T/ and such that Jc e ^J J^ for all s < y?.
T<r,
